CALLING ALL STEM EDUCATORS AND STUDENTS!
The 50th ACS Central Regional Meeting
June 4-8, 2019 – The H Hotel, Midland, MI

Celebrate chemistry in everyday life at CERM 2019! Learn from the brightest minds in chemistry during hands-on workshops for K-16 educators and 2YC3 teachers.

Continuing Education Credits – Long-Distance Learning – Premier Technical Program

FEATURED EVENTS

June 3
Chemistry in the Arts Exhibit
Grand Opening and Mark Golden Lecture

June 4
Astronaut
Scott Kelly Lectures

June 6-8
Chemical Education Workshops

June 6
Regional Citizen Water Quality Experiment Finale

June 6
Community STEM Night at Dow Diamond

June 7
Dinner Lecture on Science and Ethics with Professor Mark Bourgeois

Register now: www.acscerm2019.org

Students ages 12-18 are invited to enter our Instagram contest!*
#CERM2019

*No purchase necessary.